Putting the student in the driver’s seat of their education
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The power of co-creation: Portfolio by Drieam
Learning to take **responsibility** as the key success factor for lifelong development

Promoting self-direction and personalization propelling student **ownership** as the best strategy

A learning path that requires proper **scaffolding** along the way
Check-in:

Stimulating **student ownership** is a challenging aim in my organization.

Recognizable?

- Yes
- Somewhat
- No
Fontys Case

- Digital transition: New DLE, including Canvas
- Digital student-led portfolio high on wishlist
- After market research, no suitable application was found,
- Co-creation with Drieam to add desired functionality to Canvas LMS

46,000+ students  
25 institutes  
140+ programmes
Development & Assessment Portfolio

**Student-led**
- Selecting and arranging evidence
- Setting goals
- Managing access
- Choosing when, how and who to ask for feedback

**Scaffolding on the route**
- Templates for structuring
- Teacher determines guidance
- Authentic 360° feedback
- Programmatic Assessment

**Direct integration with LMS**
- Global navigation,
- Course-independent
- Import handed-in assignments including feedback
- Freeze portfolio and submit in an assignment
Co Creation with Fontys
Direct institute-wide adoption

V 1.0 online since 1 Sep ’21

V 2.0 online since Feb ’22
- 55,000 collections
- 200,000 evidences
- 100,000 comments
- 7,000 frozen versions
- 25,000 users

V 3.0 planned for summer ’22

Canvas & Portfolio synchronously adopted
Check-in:

I would like to engage in co-creation to crystallize my ideas. and learn from others.

Recognizable?

- Yes
- Somewhat
- No
Key solutions of Portfolio by Drieam
Flexibility

Structure it your way

Import evidence from countless sources
Iterative and rich learning

**Versioning** evidence

Collect authentic feedback from anyone

360° feedback
Clear and easy to use

Threaded feedback

Referring by mentioning
Make programmatic assessment a breeze!

1. Set goals
2. Add data points
3. Gather feedback
4. Evaluate progress
5. Keep track
More info & demo: drieam.nl/portfolio
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